INTRODUCTION
============

*Vision and Change* recognized the challenge college biology instructors face when deciding what to teach undergraduates in a diverse and ever-expanding field like biology ([@B6]). To help instructors address this challenge, the report identified five core concepts and six core competencies fundamental to students' biology literacy. Biology instructors could organize their curricula and instruction around the core concepts and competencies to help students build a deep understanding of how biological systems work rather than encyclopedic knowledge about a wide range of topics. The report also encouraged instructors to develop more interactive, "student-centered courses and curricula" that "take into account student knowledge and experiences at the start of a course" and use evidence of student learning from assessments to inform their instructional strategies ([@B6], p. 22).

This call to revise how instructors approach teaching undergraduate biology provides an opportunity to incorporate new educational tools into biology education that assist instructors in achieving the objectives set forth in *Vision and Change*. We advocate for *learning progressions* as one such educational tool, because they 1) are grounded in evidence of student thinking about core ideas of science and 2) directly inform the instructional practices of creating learning goals, developing assessments, and constructing curricula that help students develop a rich understanding of biology.

In this essay, we explore how learning progressions can be used to enrich biology instruction at the undergraduate level. To do this, we draw heavily on learning progression research from the K--12 level that has been investigating the role of learning progressions in education for more than a decade ([@B59]). We begin by describing what a learning progression is and its essential features. Next, we examine a published learning progression about carbon cycling for a practical illustration of what a learning progression looks like. Then, we describe how instructors can use learning progressions as an educational tool to inform their instructional practices. Finally, we discuss some challenges to using learning progressions in biology education and provide recommendations for how to address these challenges.

WHAT IS A LEARNING PROGRESSION?
===============================

Considerable work has been done in the cognitive and learning sciences investigating how students construct scientific knowledge ([@B58], [@B59], [@B61]). From this work, we know that 1) students often have nonscientific conceptual frameworks that they use to understand scientific phenomena ([@B12]; [@B45]; [@B66]); 2) students' nonscientific conceptual frameworks and ideas can persist even as they acquire scientific ideas ([@B47]; [@B70]; [@B24]); and 3) students' nonscientific conceptual frameworks can both hinder and facilitate scientific reasoning ([@B35]; [@B45]; [@B15]; [@B24]). For example, work investigating how students categorize materials and processes shows that they often base their categorizations on surface features (e.g., observable characteristics), whereas scientists rely on deep features (e.g., chemical or genetic similarity) to determine category membership ([@B30]; [@B29]; [@B39]; [@B13]; [@B38]). This tendency can lead students to view biological materials or processes as being distinct, when a scientist would view those same processes as related ([@B55]). Students also draw on nonscientific strategies when describing causal relationships, such as using teleological (i.e., purpose-driven) or essentialist (i.e., attribute-driven) motives to explain biological phenomena, descriptions in conflict with scientific ideas of physical--causal interactions ([@B46]; [@B15]; [@B51]). Teleological ideas can be tenacious and persist even when students become professional scientists in ways that can significantly impact their views of biological processes like evolution ([@B48]). Students can also rely on simplified assumptions to explain causal relations in complex systems that can lead them to an incorrect understanding of a system's dynamics, such as relying on deterministic instead of probabilistic causal mechanisms, linear instead of nonlinear relationships, or a centralized cause with a limited number of actors instead of decentralized causes with complex or emergent interactions ([@B32]). However, ideas that stem from nonscientific frameworks can also provide students with an initial way to begin constraining how organisms or materials relate in a hierarchical taxonomy that can provide a framework from which to build more scientifically rigorous ideas ([@B14]).

Learning progression research leverages work from the cognitive sciences by recognizing that students' understanding of scientific phenomena evolves in a myriad of ways as they work toward mastery of a topic ([@B59]; [@B18]). This understanding often builds upon intuitive or colloquial ideas that can serve as "stepping-stones" for scientific knowledge ([@B57]; [@B7]). Learning progression researchers capture this diversity of ideas by administering common assessment questions to students across the grade levels of interest (e.g., freshman to senior undergraduate students; [@B41]). From the assessment responses, learning progression researchers use qualitative methods to identify the various ways students reason about the topic of interest as they develop mastery, including nonscientific, vague, incomplete, or incorrect conceptions ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}; [@B18]; [@B23]). These myriad ideas are ordered into increasing levels of sophistication that represent cognitive shifts in how students conceive a topic ([@B33]). The levels are bounded by an Upper Anchor, which represents the target reasoning strategy established by an instructor or experts in a field, and a Lower Anchor, which characterizes students' incoming or base knowledge about a topic ([@B23]; [@B25]; [@B57]). The intervening levels describe the many possible reasoning trajectories students will likely---*but not inevitably*---follow as they develop mature scientific thinking about a topic ([@B2]). Indeed, there is no requirement that learning proceed linearly across learning progression levels; students may hold ideas characteristic of multiple levels on the progression depending on the context of a question or their own cognitive development ([@B58]; [@B71]). When possible, the reasoning patterns described in the intervening levels draw from research in the cognitive and learning sciences on how students construct scientific knowledge ([@B22]). We recommend [@B43] for a more detailed discussion of how learning progressions are created.

![The alignment of a generic learning progression framework ("Framework"), an abbreviated version of [@B56] carbon learning progression ("Carbon Learning Progression"), and student exemplars for each level of the carbon learning progression ("Student Exemplars").](cbe-18-es5-g001){#F1}

By aggregating students' diversity of ideas on a topic into one framework, learning progressions serve as a "road map" to student thinking that begins with students' initial ideas about a topic and ends with their mature scientific ideas at the topmost level of the learning progression ([@B1]; [@B7]). The intervening levels represent key "landmarks" or conceptual challenges/successes that students *may* encounter as they work toward the "final destination" of the topmost level ([@B9]; [@B7]; [@B78]). Indeed, students may take different "routes" toward the highest level on the progression and may not experience all of the ideas described in the different levels. The road map also describes the proximity of different emerging ideas in the lower levels to the scientific ones articulated in the highest level, with ideas at higher levels aligning more closely with target ideas compared with the ideas expressed in lower levels ([@B1]; [@B9]). Instructors can use the road map nature of learning progressions to guide their instructional practices in ways that are grounded in evidence of student thinking.

We want to emphasize that, when we use the term "learning progression," we are referring to cognition-based learning progressions and not curriculum and instruction progressions, content progressions, or teaching sequences that describe an ordered sequence of scientific ideas developed by experts from which curricular units are constructed ([@B3]; [@B26]). Instead, cognition-based learning progressions are developed from empirical data of student reasoning maturation through time ([@B4]; [@B2]; [@B18]; [@B56]). As such, learning progressions approach student learning from both a scientific and a developmental perspective ([@B31]): they are scientific, because they focus on the fundamental concepts of science that experts have identified as having broad explanatory power across multiple contexts ([@B23]; [@B49]); they are developmental, because they describe what students actually think and do as they move toward mastery of those scientific concepts ([@B56]; [@B25]).

According to [@B18]), there are five fundamental features of learning progressions:They characterize student thinking about "big ideas" of science.They describe how students' reason when engaged in scientific practices.They guide the development of learning goals that are connected to student thinking.They characterize the breadth of student ideas about a central idea of science.They are connected to a related set of assessment instruments that target key performances and track student learning.

In the following sections, we go into greater detail about each feature of learning progressions to more fully illustrate what makes them powerful educational tools.

Learning Progressions Characterize Student Thinking about "Big Ideas" of Science
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

"Big ideas" are fundamental concepts and principles of science that have broad explanatory power and contribute to students' growth in conceptual understanding ([@B71]; [@B23]; [@B49]). By focusing instruction around big ideas, instructors can help their students build conceptual coherence around multiple, seemingly discrete ideas that are governed by the same fundamental principles ([@B55]; [@B56]; [@B17]). This approach addresses the criticism that science curricula are often too focused on broad information dissemination rather than deep explorations of how systems work ([@B6]; [@B16]).

Big ideas of science are identified by experts in both scientific and science education fields ([@B6]; [@B60]; Next Generation Science Standards \[NGSS\] Lead States, 2013). For example, in biology, the "overarching principles" described in the BioCore Guide (e.g., "All living organisms share a common ancestor"; [@B81]) represent big ideas in the field of biology that could serve as the basis for a learning progression. Other examples of big ideas that have been the focus of a learning progression are: matter and atomic molecular theory ([@B71]), force and motion ([@B4]), natural selection ([@B28]), atomic structure and electric force ([@B73]), data representation ([@B82]), conceptual modeling ([@B67]), and common ancestry of plants ([@B80]).

Learning Progressions Describe How Students Reason When Engaged in Scientific Practices
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A learning progression approach treats both knowledge and skills as essential, integrated components of scientific reasoning, similar to what scientists do when they generate new ideas ([@B6]; [@B60]; [@B16]). For example, when scientists engage in the practice of *constructing explanations*, they synthesize their knowledge of observed events into theories for why phenomena occur that link specific observations (i.e., data) with mechanisms that support causal inferences ([@B60]). Similarly, when scientists engage in the practice of *quantitative reasoning*, they use mathematical tools to parameterize their understanding of how variables in systems interact and explore what happens when those parameters change ([@B6]; [@B60]). This integration of knowledge and skills has been termed a "performance" ([@B71]; [@B18]; [@B42]). Performances reveal how students use their scientific knowledge to accomplish a specific practice in a way that instructors can observe and assess to determine student progress ([@B58]). Indeed, instructors can use the performances described in a learning progression to develop assessments (both formal and informal) that are tightly aligned with the learning progression and locate where individual students fall across learning progression levels as they learn about a topic ([@B18]). For example, when students exhibit the target performance described in the Upper Anchor of a learning progression, this provides evidence that they have mastered the topic of interest; however, when students exhibit performances that are described in the lower levels of a learning progression, this provides evidence that they are still working toward mastery.

Assessing performances provides richer insight into student thinking compared with assessing content knowledge alone. Moreover, asking students to engage in specific performances on assessments reframes assessments as additional opportunities for students to engage in authentic scientific practices ([@B58], [@B60]). To illustrate how performances can be used in assessment to reveal student thinking, we draw on [@B21] work developing a genetics learning progression. These authors were interested in understanding students' conceptions about proteins and their "central role in the functioning of all living organisms" (p. 668). The performance they targeted was students' proficiency in constructing an explanation (i.e., the practice) based on the principles of molecular and cellular biology (i.e., relevant content knowledge). They observed this performance by asking students to explain why people born with muscular dystrophy have difficulty walking. From students' explanations, they identified different levels of proficiency in students' ideas about how a genetic mutation influences the structure and/or function of a protein, and therefore the function of an organism. The various levels of proficiency from this question (and others) were used to help inform the overarching levels of their learning progression describing how students develop sophisticated ideas about genetics.

Learning Progressions Guide the Development of Learning Goals That Are Connected to Student Thinking
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Upper Anchor, or most sophisticated level, of a learning progression represents a target performance that students should demonstrate to be proficient in a topic. As such, instructors can use the Upper Anchor of a learning progression to guide the development of learning goals in their course. These learning goals would reflect key performances that experts have decided are necessary for students to be proficient in a topic ([@B18]). They would also be tightly aligned with student thinking by describing what students are able do at a particular point in their learning careers ([@B57]). This helps insure that learning goals are appropriate for the level of a particular course. We provide [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} as an example of how to link learning goals with performances and student thinking.

###### 

Example taken from [@B21], Table 2) showing how learning goals inform, and are connected to, performances and assessment tasks, with the highest level in their learning progression shown^a^

  Learning goal                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          Performance                                                                                                    Assessment task                                                                                                                                                                                             Expected response
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Proteins have particular three-dimensional shapes determined by their amino acid sequences. Proteins have many different kinds of functions that depend on their specific properties. There are different types of genetic mutations that can affect the structures, and thus the functions, of proteins, and ultimately the traits.   Students **explain or predict** how a genetic mutation might affect the structure and function of a protein.   Some people are born with a genetic disease called muscular dystrophy. People with this disease have great difficulty in walking or exercising. **Can you explain** what might be causing these problems?   Maybe their muscle cells do not move well because the proteins in these cells do not work as a result of a mutation in a gene.

^a^Bold emphases are ours and indicate performances.

Learning Progressions Characterize the Breadth of Student Ideas about a Central Scientific Concept
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

By attending to the breadth of students' conceptions about a topic, and organizing those conceptions into one framework, learning progressions leverage students' misconceived, incomplete, or vague ideas to better understand how scientific knowledge develops; they also recognize that some of these emerging ideas may serve as important stepping-stones for developing more sophisticated understanding ([@B59]; [@B49]; [@B22]; [@B50]). Instructors can use learning progressions to prepare themselves for---and make predictions about---the range of ideas their students are likely to express in their classes ([@B26]).

Learning Progressions Are Connected to a Related Set of Assessment Instruments That Target Key Performances and Track Student Learning
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Indeed, assessment instruments are the tools that researchers use to collect student ideas in order to construct and validate the learning progression framework. The integral nature of the learning progression framework, with its associated assessment instruments and the kinds of analyses performed on collected student reasoning data, has been described as three corners of an "assessment system triangle" wherein each element (i.e., learning progression framework, assessment instruments, data analysis/assessment rubrics; [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) directly informs the other two ([@B58]; [@B4]). The tight relationship among these three elements ensures that the tasks students are asked to engage in on assessment instruments align with the target concepts being investigated in the learning progression ([@B78]).

![An adaptation of the assessment triangle from the NRC report *Knowing What Students Know* ([@B58], p. 44).](cbe-18-es5-g002){#F2}

Learning progression--based assessment instruments also allow instructors to track student learning through time, because the assessment questions are designed to be answerable by students from multiple levels of experience ([@B41]). Consequently, learning progression--based assessment instruments measure how a student's sense-making matures between assessment opportunities, which can help faculty evaluate the effectiveness of their instruction. This focus on tracking students' progress across learning progression levels shifts the purpose of assessment toward creating tasks that discriminate among the different levels of student performances rather than tasks that are designed to elicit a "correct" answer ([@B18]; [@B72]; [@B78]).

AN EXAMPLE LEARNING PROGRESSION
===============================

To exemplify how learning progressions provide insight into student thinking in ways that instructors can leverage to enrich their instruction, we examine [@B56] learning progression, which describes student thinking about the "big idea" of carbon-transforming phenomena, including plant and animal growth, cellular respiration, decomposition, and combustion. Mohan and colleagues were also interested in how students used the principle of matter conservation to inform their explanations of these phenomena. While their learning progression was based on how middle and high school students reasoned about these processes, [@B37], [@B64], and [@B65] found that college biology students from multiple institutions displayed the same kinds of reasoning about carbon-transforming processes in all but the lowest level (i.e., level 1).

[@B56] focused on the practice of constructing explanations in order to gain a deep understanding of how students considered carbon-transforming processes. They used open-ended assessment questions to ask students about plant and animal growth, cellular respiration, decomposition, and combustion. For example, to investigate student thinking about cellular respiration, they asked students to explain the following phenomenon: "\[A person\] lost a lot of weight eating a low calorie diet. Where did the mass of his fat go (how was it lost)?" To investigate students' ideas about plant growth, they asked: "A small acorn grows into a large oak tree. a) Which of the following is FOOD for plants (circle ALL correct answers)? Soil, Air, Sunlight, Fertilizer, Water, Minerals in soil, Sugar that the plants make. b) Where do you think the plant's increase in weight comes from?" Before collecting student data, the authors established a preliminary Upper Anchor (i.e., learning goal) that students at the highest level of their learning progression would be environmental science literate, meaning they would "have the capacity to understand and participate in evidence-based discussions about complex socio-ecological systems" ([@B56], p. 675).

[@B56] resulting learning progression summarized the overarching reasoning patterns students exhibited across the carbon-transforming processes they investigated. Their learning progression described four distinct levels of student reasoning ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, Carbon Learning Progression). The first and lowest level on the progression was typical of only the youngest students and described their view of carbon-transforming processes as a function of an organism's "natural tendencies" to grow or die rather than a kind of process ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, Student Exemplars). These students also viewed living things and nonliving objects (e.g., soil) as being made of different "stuff" and focused on changes in external features of organisms and objects, like a plant increasing in mass by growing more leaves.

At the second level of the learning progression, students understood that invisible or "hidden" mechanisms were responsible for the changes they observed in an organism, rather than a foreordained tendency (as characteristic of level 1 student accounts). For example, when students described how an animal grew by eating food or a plant grew by taking up soil nutrients, they acknowledged that there were internal processes (e.g., a vague sense of digestion) involved in these changes. While imprecise, this idea represented an initial reasoning framework that tracked matter in vague ways, a prerequisite for principled reasoning with matter conservation.

At the third level of the learning progression, students replaced their "hidden mechanisms" idea with one focused on chemical transformations of matter, an idea more reminiscent of a scientific mechanism. Students explained physical changes at the macroscopic scale (e.g., plant growth, animal fat loss) by tracing matter through chemical processes, like photosynthesis or cellular respiration. However, they still struggled with the idea that gases could account for matter gains and losses. Instead, students used energy as a "'fudge factor'...to account for materials that seemed to mysteriously appear or disappear" ([@B56], p. 688). For example, students would identify sunlight as a source of matter for plant growth or explain that an animal loses mass by "burning" it off through exercise.

The transition to the fourth and highest level of their learning progression occurred when students traced matter through chemical processes that included the fixation or release of gases; students also recognized that matter could not be converted into energy. This kind of reasoning was consistent with a scientific view of carbon-transforming processes and aligned with both K--12 and college-level benchmarks for student proficiency as well as the level of scientific literacy needed to interpret scientific reports aimed at the general public ([@B6]; [@B37]; NGSS Lead States, 2013).

[@B56] found that students have similar ideas---both accurate and misconceived---across the carbon-transforming processes they investigated. This finding provides two key affordances for instructors teaching these topics: 1) By framing plant and animal growth, cellular respiration, decomposition, and combustion as all involving carbon-transforming processes, instructors can help students build intellectual coherence around processes that appear distinct at macroscopic scales but are fundamentally related at atomic--molecular scales (i.e., they all involve the generation or transformation of organic carbon molecules). 2) Many of students' misconceived ideas across the carbon-transforming processes were fundamentally related and could be addressed by having students consistently apply the principle of matter conservation in their reasoning ([@B37]). For example, the misconceived ideas of "animals lose mass by burning off fat," "sunlight contributes to a plant's mass," or "wood turns into heat and light energy when combusted" are all ideas that interconvert matter and energy. Having students trace carbon through these processes can address all of these misconceptions ([@B37]; [@B65]).

[@B56] work demonstrates how learning progressions leverage a range of student ideas about a topic that creates a road map instructors can use to better understand how students construct scientific knowledge about a topic. It is important to emphasize that progress from one level to the next in a learning progression represents a cognitive shift in the way a student understands a topic and not simply the accumulation of individual knowledge pieces or vocabulary ([@B31]; [@B41]; [@B50]). These cognitive shifts represent significant changes in the ways students reason about a topic as they incorporate more scientific ideas in their thinking, for example, by viewing carbon-transforming processes as matter-tracing processes (i.e., level 3) rather than inevitable events (i.e., level 2) or by reasoning consistently in a principle-based way across multiple contexts (i.e., the transition from level 3 to level 4; [@B56]; [@B33]; [@B78]). Consequently, these shifts can be challenging for students to achieve. Indeed, [@B33] have suggested this process is like acquiring a whole new "discourse" in which students learn to use patterns of language, practices, and values that are consistent with, and connect them to, the scientific community. This perspective is consistent with a sociocultural perspective of knowing and learning from the learning sciences in which "one learns to participate in the practices, goals, and habits of mind of a particular community" when building knowledge ([@B58], p. 63; [@B22]).

HOW LEARNING PROGRESSIONS INFORM UNDERGRADUATE BIOLOGY INSTRUCTION AND CURRICULAR DEVELOPMENT
=============================================================================================

Because learning progressions provide a conceptual road map of student thinking, they can be a powerful resource not only for informing instruction but also for guiding curricular development ([@B78]). Indeed, the "vehicle" for moving students from one landmark to the next on the road map is the instruction and curriculum students interact with along the way, which significantly impact how smoothly and successfully students' learning moves toward the final destination ([@B26]; [@B49]). The potential to inform instruction and curricular development has led some researchers to create learning progression--based educational systems in which a learning progression is intrinsically tied to a specific instructional approach or curriculum (e.g., [@B50]; [@B37]; [@B8]). However, other learning progressions are more broadly representative of student thinking and can be adapted and implemented for a variety of pedagogical methods ([@B4]; [@B33]). Regardless, learning progressions can help "faculty iteratively review and revise a course or curriculum on the basis of evidence that students are learning the ways of science and developing defined concepts and competencies" ([@B6], p. 23).

Currently, there are a number of published learning progressions about a variety of topics that biology instructors could use to inform their instruction and curricular development; we have highlighted these in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} (for a more thorough review of published learning progressions, see [@B42]). Many of these learning progressions were developed for primary and secondary grade levels and may provide only limited insight for undergraduate instructors. However, there are three learning progressions that we view as being appropriate for informing a number of key topics addressed in many undergraduate-level introductory biology courses: 1) [@B37] work investigating how undergraduate students use the principles of matter and energy conservation to understand carbon-cycling processes across scales (e.g., cellular respiration, photosynthesis, net primary production, food webs; based on [@B56], and [@B40]); 2) [@B28] learning progression about variation and differential survival/reproduction in natural selection; and 3) Todd and Romine's (2016) work investigating undergraduate students' understanding of modern genetics (based on [@B21]; see also [@B76]). In the following sections, we describe how instructors and curriculum developers can use already-established learning progressions to enrich their biology instruction.

###### 

Selection of published learning progressions (LPs) about "big ideas" likely to be addressed in undergraduate biology classes, with a focus on learning progressions that covered grade bands at the secondary level or higher and links to the core concepts and/or competencies identified in *Vision and Change* that each learning progression addressed

  Authors   Topic                                                             Grade band   Related concepts from *Vision and Change*                                   Notes
  --------- ----------------------------------------------------------------- ------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  [@B10]    Sea-level rise and climate change                                 7--16        Systems                                                                     "Conditional" LP still being validated and revised
  [@B11]    Human nutrition                                                   ∼5--12       Pathways and transformations of energy and matter                           Needs empirical validation; grade band our interpretation of the target student level
  [@B21]    Modern genetics                                                   5--10        Structure and function; information flow, exchange, and storage             Validated for undergraduate students ([@B77])
  [@B28]    Natural selection                                                 9--10        Evolution                                                                   Discusses how LPs can support teaching practices (see also [@B27])
  [@B33]    Water in socio-ecological systems                                 5--12        Systems                                                                     See [@B19] for connecting LP with teaching practices
  [@B40]    Energy in socio-ecological systems                                4--11        Pathways and transformations of energy and matter; systems                  Focused on energy-related concepts in carbon-transforming processes
  [@B44]    Trophic dynamics in ecosystems                                    6--12        Systems                                                                     Explores systems thinking concepts like feedback loops and energy pyramids
  [@B56]    Carbon-cycling processes (cellular respiration, photosynthesis)   6--12        Pathways and transformations of energy and matter; systems                  Validated for undergraduate students ([@B37])
  [@B68]    Chemical thinking                                                 8--16+       Structure and function; pathways and transformations of energy and matter   Focused on chemistry ideas
  [@B72]    Biodiversity                                                      4--6         Systems; ability to apply the process of science                            Concurrently developed a learning progression on inquiry practices
  [@B73]    Nature of matter                                                  7--14        Pathways and transformations of energy and matter                           Focused on atomic structure
  [@B79]    Energy transformations from chemistry to biochemistry             13--16       Pathways and transformations of energy and matter                           Preliminary learning progression

Learning Progressions Help Instructors Identify Empirically Validated Learning Goals
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Because the learning goals/Upper Anchors of learning progressions are grounded in both student thinking and expert expectations, instructors can be confident that these learning goals are *rigorous* and *reasonable* benchmarks for instruction: they are *reasonable*, because they represent goals that are aligned with what students are able to achieve at a particular stage of learning; they are *rigorous*, because they represent ideas experts have identified as important and have been empirically validated with student thinking.

To illustrate why instructors can use the Upper Anchor of a learning progression to develop rigorous and reasonable learning goals for students, we draw briefly on our work developing a learning progression around the big idea of flux (i.e., flux α gradient/resistance) in the domain of physiology ([@B55]; [@B83]) to reveal the underlying processes involved in developing an Upper Anchor. The concept of flux describes how material(s) moves in an organism through processes such as diffusion, osmosis, or bulk flow. The following example focuses on student thinking about the movement of ions.

The initial, expert-derived Upper Anchor of our learning progression stated that "students should integrate the impact of electrochemical gradients and forms of resistance when explaining ion fluxes between compartments." After collecting data from constructed-response assessment items that asked students to explain ion fluxes into and out of cells in different contexts (e.g., neuron, heart muscle cell, plant cell), we found that this Upper Anchor failed to capture the feature of this system most challenging to students: understanding how equilibrium potential mediates ion fluxes. For example, when asked how potassium could move into a cell against its concentration gradient, a student wrote, "We could change the membrane potential to make the cell more negative so that the electrical gradient points inward and overcomes the concentration gradient." While this answer is generally correct and "integrates the impact of electrochemical gradients" to determine ion fluxes, it neglects to specify how negative the membrane potential must become before electrical forces overcome chemical forces. If the membrane potential becomes "more negative" but is still more positive than the equilibrium potential of potassium under the given conditions, then electrical forces will *not* overcome chemical forces to change potassium movement. From this finding, we revised the Upper Anchor to specify that "students should integrate the impact of electrochemical gradients and forms of resistance when explaining ion fluxes between compartments *AND account for threshold values (e.g., equilibrium potential)*," which was more precise about the features students needed to master to deeply understand ions fluxes in physiology. This revised learning goal/Upper Anchor provides greater insight to instructors about what specific ideas they should address to help students master a specific topic.

This example shows why learning goals based on the Upper Anchor of a learning progression are rigorous---they use empirical data of student thinking to frame the key performances experts have identified as evidence of student mastery of a topic (e.g., integrating multiple gradients *and* considering threshold values for ion movement). They are reasonable, because the Upper Anchor describes proficiency in a performance that was observed in students (e.g., "Make the *membrane potential more negative than Ek \[i.e., potassium equilibrium potential\]* which will *make the electrical gradient going into the cell larger than the concentration gradient going out*. *This will allow for K+ ions to flow into the cell*.").

Learning Progressions Help Instructors Identify Measureable Learning Goals That Integrate Scientific Knowledge and Skills
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

*Vision and Change* recommended that "student-centered courses begin with the articulation of clear, measurable learning goals" that are explicit about "what students should know and be able to do at the end of a course" ([@B6], p. 23). The performances described in the Upper Anchor of learning progressions achieve both of these recommendations: they are measureable, because they describe a task students must do that an instructor can observe, and they are explicit about what students *know and be able to do* by asking students to engage in specific practices that reveal their understanding of key science ideas. This can help ameliorate a key challenge instructors often face in developing assessments that reliably measure the "right" ideas or skills that indicate a student has mastered a particular learning goal of interest ([@B6]).

To illustrate how the Upper Anchors of learning progressions can be used as measureable learning goals that integrate skills and knowledge, we draw on Dauer *et al.*'s (2014) work investigating students use of evidence when evaluating scientific claims. These authors' work builds upon the learning progressions of [@B56] and [@B40] by evaluating how students' quantitative practices interact with their explanatory practices to critique scientific arguments about plant growth. They presented students with different assessment tasks that asked them to critique two competing claims about where a plant gets its mass. As part of these tasks, students were given a simple data table that showed a change in plant mass and corresponding change in soil mass (e.g., starting mass of a seed and soil: 1 and 80 g, respectively; final mass of plant and soil: 50 and 78 g, respectively). The top level of their preliminary learning progression explained that students must "notice the provided mass data and interpret the purpose of the data as for \[matter\] tracing" and "trace matter by applying principles of conservation of matter to constrain the argument," which can be directly translated into a learning goal. The authors measured students' achievement of this goal by whether or not students used the mass discrepancy in the data that indicated plants gained most of their mass from sources other than the soil to critique the claims. They also found that when students did not use their knowledge of matter conservation when evaluating the simple data table, the students often missed the mass discrepancy and supported the claim that a plant's mass largely comes from the soil. This highlights how integral knowledge *and* practices are for developing scientific understanding and why learning goals should include both features.

Learning Progressions Inform Instructors about Key Learning Hurdles That Can Inform Instructional Activities
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The road map nature of learning progressions gives instructors "advance warning" of likely learning hurdles students will face when learning about a topic ([@B26]). These learning hurdles are described in the lower levels of the learning progression and can be leveraged to create class activities that specifically target those learning hurdles ([@B75]; [@B8]). For example, [@B37] developed teaching activities (available at [www.biodqc.org](http://www.biodqc.org)) designed to address the key reasoning challenges students faced around carbon-transforming processes that were identified by [@B56] learning progression. Similarly, [@B8] developed a suite of epistemic tools, like "(i) Process Tools that help students organize their writing and thinking, (ii) hands-on investigations and activities that model processes and chemical change, (iii) simulations..., and (iv) discourse routines that engage students in sharing ideas and seeking consensus" in the *Carbon TIME* curriculum (available at <https://carbontime.bscs.org>). These tools were designed to address students' common tendency to conflate/interconvert matter and energy, identified in [@B56] and [@B40] learning progressions. This approach guides instructors in developing teaching activities that are targeted toward helping students achieve a learning goal (i.e., reasoning at the Upper Anchor level) and are focused on those behaviors (i.e., performances) that show evidence of proficiency ([@B36]). However, it expands on this approach by being rooted in student conceptions and not just an instructor's goals for teaching.

Learning Progressions Can Be Used as Formative Assessment Tools to Help Instructors Tailor Their Instruction to the Needs of a Specific Class
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Instructors can administer learning progression--based assessments during a course to identify both the range and distribution of student's ideas ([@B78]). This information enables instructors to tailor their instruction to focus on the learning hurdles most prominent in a particular class. It also helps instructors anticipate, and prepare for, different questions students may ask in class ([@B26]; [@B5]; [@B27]). For example, in [@B26] work exploring student explanations about natural selection, the author worked with teachers to develop suggested feedback statements that teachers could give during formative assessments when confronted with student ideas from lower levels of the learning progression. These feedback statements were designed to help refocus students to the more sophisticated ways of viewing natural selection described in higher levels of the learning progression. For instance, when a student had an anthropomorphic idea about why changes arise in populations, such as, "The moths become darker because of bark," the feedback statement teachers identified directed students to examine evidence from class activities that investigated the origin of variation ([@B26], p. 423).

On their website Thinking Like a Biologist ([www.biodqc.org](http://www.biodqc.org)), [@B37] have made available diagnostic question clusters for college students that instructors can use to examine how their students' understanding of carbon-transforming process aligns with the reasoning patterns in [@B56] carbon-cycling learning progression. Additionally, [@B77] provided the revised Learning Progression-based Assessment of Modern Genetics (LPA-MG) assessment instrument that can be used to assess how college students' ideas about genetics align with the reasoning patterns described in [@B21] genetics learning progression. Both of these assessment instruments provide college biology instructors with formative assessment tools that are linked to a learning progression "road map" they can use to better understand how their students construct scientific ideas in these domains.

Learning Progressions Enable Instructors to Measure Student Learning in a Nuanced Way
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Because learning progressions describe the ways student thinking evolves across multiple levels of development, instructors can observe learning that occurs when students progress from one level to the next and not just when they reach the Upper Anchor ([@B5]). For example, the shift from thinking about what an organism needs to one based on chemical transformations of matter and energy that occurred between the second and third levels in [@B56] learning progression indicates significant progress in developing a scientific sense-making strategy, even though the students had yet to achieve complete mastery of the topic. This approach recognizes that not all students will become proficient in a topic at the same pace, though they can still make meaningful gains in developing scientific ideas by moving from one level to the next on the learning progression ([@B18]; [@B22]). Consequently, instructors can evaluate their instructional effectiveness by examining how their students progress across all levels of the learning progression and not just by how many students achieve the Upper Anchor. The assessment instruments provided by [@B37] and [@B77] can be used for this purpose if administered at multiple time points during a course. This nuanced approach to student learning provides more detailed evidence instructors can use to refine their instructional methods and to identify concepts that may need greater support during future courses to help propel students to higher levels of the learning progression.

CHALLENGES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LEARNING PROGRESSIONS IN UNDERGRADUATE BIOLOGY
=================================================================================

Learning progressions represent a potentially powerful educational tool that can help instructors 1) focus their instruction around big ideas of biology; 2) bring coherence to their instruction, curricula, and assessment strategies; and 3) leverage students' many ideas about biology to better understand how students learn to think like biologists. However, as with any tool, there are challenges associated with learning progression research in undergraduate biology education. Here, we highlight two that we view as the most significant: *There are a limited number of published learning progressions that are relevant for biology education at the undergraduate level*. While [@B37], [@B28], and Todd and Romine's (2016) learning progression work covers a number of key topics in many introductory biology courses, there is a paucity of learning progression work investigating how student thinking develops in upper-division courses around more sophisticated biology ideas. Consequently, there is much to learn about how advanced biology students develop the kinds of specialized knowledge and skills they need to be successful in their professional endeavors. This leads to challenge number two.*Developing a learning progression is time and resource intensive.* A learning progression, at its inception, represents a hypothesized sequence for how students develop a sophisticated conceptual understanding of a key topic. As with any scientific hypothesis, a learning progression must be empirically validated to be accepted as a "true" representation of how student thinking develops ([@B69]). This involves multiple rounds of developing and revising assessment items that elicit a range of student ideas about the hypothesized learning progression; collecting and analyzing many instances of student reasoning to identify, verify, and revise the different ideas captured in the learning progression levels; and conducting psychometric analyses to evaluate how well aligned multiple assessment items are for eliciting different levels of student reasoning and for validating the appropriateness of level distinctions and ordering. For perspective, our work developing an ion flux learning progression over the past 3 years has involved creating ∼20 individual short-answer assessment items, collecting and analyzing more than 12,000 individual written student responses to the assessment items from 10 different undergraduate institutions, and conducting more than 100 interviews in which students were asked about their ion flux ideas. This work is ongoing as we continue to validate the patterns described in our learning progression.

While the task of developing new learning progressions can seem daunting, it also represents a largely untapped area for biology education researchers to explore. Additionally, this work creates opportunities for interdisciplinary collaborations between biology education researchers and researchers from both the cognitive and learning sciences. This would help ground biology education and research in a theoretical understanding of student cognition that could enrich existing work in the field. For example, there are many studies from biology education research that identify the myriad ways students misconceive key ideas that are largely disconnected from a theoretical understanding of why students hold those ideas in the first place (e.g., see concept inventories by [@B52]; [@B62]; [@B53]; [@B74]). If a learning progression approach was applied, these diverse ideas could be described in a coherent framework based on how students construct scientific conceptual frameworks, which instructors could use to tackle more fundamental reasons for students' misconceptions beyond confronting each misconceived idea individually.

Learning progressions, a product of extensive research at the K--12 level investigating how students learn, can guide how learning progression research is implemented and used in collegiate settings. We invite biology education researchers and instructors to explore this body of work as a way to move biology education forward into largely unexplored, but potentially rich, areas that will help biology students develop the rigorous conceptual frameworks they need to be successful in the diverse professional fields of biology.
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